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Purpose
The program iDrifter XL serves the continuous monitoring of the position (anchorfix) for
anchoring yachts. The program displays graphically the current drift of the yacht relating to the
anchor – selectable either as a radar graph or as a map graph in Google Maps.
For this purpose, the current position in relation to the anchor will be identified once per second
and digitized as a dot on the display. As soon as a specific distance –adjustable by the skipperto the anchor fix will be exceeded, an acoustic alarm will resound.
Warning
This program serves only as a support tool for navigation and save anchoring. It does not replace
seaman’s duty at anchoring and the verification of the safe anchoring position by the application
of the adequate procedures !
General information
The program runs on iPad with 3G and GPS.
When running the program, the permanently activated GPS-receiver may discharge the battery
of the iPhone fast; therefore the powersupply of the iPhone has to be made sure by the use of a
USB-cable or charger.
The reception of the iPhone GPS is sufficient for operating the program underneath the lower
deck of a GFK vessel.
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The Main View
The App may be used in landscape- and in portrait orientation. When running in landscape
mode, on the left side it displays several selections, the right side serves in this case as detailed
view. In portrait mode, the menu at the left side is shown as popover view, it runs as overlay to
the detail view. By using the button in the upper left corner, the popover may be toggled between
visible and invisible.
The main screen, which is displayed when starting the App, is divided in five sections
Left Side
•
•
•
•
•

Display to show the actual position values
Section to display information concerning the anchor position
Section for the Start of the map view and, if in map view mode, to switch to radar mode
Display of the map view
Space for the display of the Ships position in Google Maps or, if in map mode, the radar view

Right Side
• Detail view for the display of the radar like view,
the map view or the Help PDF document in bigger
size.

When starting the App, the detail view and a button to start the Radar-View are shown.
With the toolbar at the upper left side, the settings menu and the information screen, which
contains information about the iDrifter XL and other Apps by greenturtleapps.de can be reached.
The toolbar at the upper right contains symbols to open view specific functions.
The monitoring of the anchor position may be displayed as a radar style view or as an overlay to
map view in Google Maps. The Monitoring is started by clicking the ">" button on the right side of
the main view (as radar style view) or by the start area ("Mapper") on the left side, which starts
the map style display.
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When the monitoring is started, touching the start area toggles between the two possible view
styles.
The Button
leads to the About view, which shows information about the App iDrifter XL and
the device iDrifter XL is running on.
The button in the middle opens the function to adjust the settings for the App.
The help button on the right side shows this document.
Leaving the App
If the App is closed by the home button while the monitoring is active (either radar or map view),
the latest recorded drift positions are saved. When the App is restarted, the latest selected state
and recorded positions are shown.
When the App is left without active monitoring, no drift positions are saved.
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The Preview Window
When starting the App, this view shows a low-resolution map of the word. As soon as the device
provides a GPS fix with the selected accuracy, the current position is marked by a green pin. If
the monitoring is started in radar mode, the anchor position is marked with a green pin, as soon
as a good anchorfix is obtained from the device. The map view inside the preview is not
automatically zoomed. This avoids the use of the Internet connection at this point (see next
section in this description).

By touching the symbol on the top right side of the preview, the map may be zoomed to the scale
of the selected alert radius. In this viewing mode, the historypoints an the surveillance-cirle are
also shown in the window.
If the App is running in map mode, a small scale radar view is shown in the preview.
When running in radar mode with the preview zoomed, the current and the recent ships positions
are displayed as dots in the preview window.
By touching the zoom icon, the App tries to obtain a postal address from Googles’ servers by
using reverse Geocoding. If this succeeds, the postal address is stored with the pin and can be
seen by touching the pin.
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Usage of the Mapview (in Mapmode and inside the Preview)
The usage of the map view mode requires an active Internet connection.
The symbol in the upper left edge of the preview window reflects the status of the Internet
connection. A red color of the symbol means "no connection to Internet", a green color means
"connected to Internet via WLAN" and the yellow symbol shows "connected via GSM". The
connection via GSM may cause serious amount of costs, especially if roaming is activated via
data roaming.
This explains why the radar mode is the default display mode and also why the unzoomed map
is shown by default.
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Start of monitoring
When starting the monitoring in radar as well as in map view, the App waits for the device to get
a fix of the accuracy defined in the Apps settings. The alert view shown in this case, allows
starting with that imprecise fix or the dismissal of waiting.
When the device has delivered a good fix, the App starts the selected view.
The monitoring may be terminated by using the button in the top right corner.
The Monitoring of the anchor position may be used in two modes, monitoring starts always in
ship centered mode.
Ship centered mode
In this mode the base value for the alerting
threshold is the position of the ship at time when
monitoring starts.
The display of the actual ships position and the
history points will roam in a half circle through the
center of the radar view if the anchor is fixed.
The distance which is displayed, shows the real
distance to the starting point.

Anchor centered mode
From the ship centered mode, the mode can be
switched to an anchor centered mode.
In this mode the position of the anchor is used as
the center of the radar view. To set this position,
the position of the anchor in relation to the ships
position must be manually adjusted. To do this,
the position of the anchor is pointed to with the
distance (in meter) and direction (as degrees).
The actual ship position and the history points in
this mode are moving in an half circle near the
outer margin of the radar circle, if the anchor is
safe.
In this mode, the distance which is displayed, means the distance to the anchor in meters.
While in anchor centered mode, the towing angle in relation to the anchors start position is also
monitored.
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The allowed area may be defined in the App´s settings dialog and is displayed by a light greenish
section of the radar view. If the ship leaves this greenish sector, the alert is activated, as it is
when the alerting distance is exceeded.

Setting the anchor position in anchor centered Mode
To adjust the anchor centered mode serves an alert
view, which allows setting the chain length and the
direction to the Anchor as seen from the ships
perspective.
The direction to the anchor may be adjusted by the
upper slider. To obtain this information, the Compass,
which is displayed at the upper edge, may be used.
The values displayed by this compass refer the upper
edge of the device in landscape and portrait mode
respectively.
The chain length is preset to 70% of the selected alert
radius and may be adjusted by the lower Slider.
If already in anchor centered mode, by pressing the middle button (R), the mode can be reset to
the ship centered mode.
Alert
The alert rings if either the distance to the anchor fix exceeds the selected value or if the towing
angle to the anchor exceeds the allowed value. The alert stops if the ship returns to the allowed
values or if the monitoring is ended by using the button in the upper right corner.
Anchor Information
The information view shows the values for the anchor position and the position of the ship. If in
anchor centered mode, the values for the chain length and the towing angle to the anchor is also
displayed.
Restart after leaving via Monitoring with the Homebutton
If the App is monitoring and is ended by pressing the
home button, the currently shown history positions are
saved and the saved values are restored and will be
shown on a new start.
In this case the accuracy of the fix is also monitored, the
monitoring starts, when the accuracy meets the quality
defined in the App settings. If the new position differs
significantly (> 5 times the Chain length), the start of the
monitoring is aborted.
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Radar view
In this view, the tracking of the drift is visualized in
a radar-like display. The center of the radar
shows the location set as anchor position. The
drift tracking is displayed by dots which are
updated every second. The age of the particular
positions can be recognized due to its fading
brightness (brighter dots are newer ones).
The radius of the display cannot be changed
directly. The red circle marks the radius were the
acoustic alarm will be activated when touching.
The movement of the yacht which is displayed in
this mode assumes the anchor to be located
somewhere on the outer circle of the radar view.
The tool buttons at the upper right toolbar offer the following functions:
Set the values for the anchor centered mode
Re-set the anchor position to the current position
Volume test of the alerting sound
Quit position monitoring
Switching to anchor centered mode
By using the leftmost button in the toolbar, the
anchorpostion may be adjusted in the way that
the position is in located in the center of the
radarview. The ship’s position in this mode is
located near the alerting radius, proportional to
the selected chainlength.
The alert sounds, if either the distance to the
anchorfix exceeds the selected value or the
towing angle to the anchor exceeds the allowed
value. The alert stops if the ship returns to the
allowed values or the monitoring is terminated
by using the button in the top right corner.
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Mapview mode
By selecting this monitoring mode, the
current position and the recent positions
(history points) are shown in an overlay to
Google Maps. The display style of the map
may be changed between map, hybrid and
satellite by using the symbol in the right
toolbar.
In this view it is also possible to switch
between ship centered and anchor centered
mode as described in the section before.
For the use of this mode, an active Internet
connection is mandatory. If no connection is
available, only the alerting circle and the
history points are displayed.
The tool buttons at the right toolbar offer the
following functions:
• switch map mode from hybrid to satellite
and map
• recenter to alerting circle if moved offscreen
• Re-set the anchor position to the current position
• Volume test of the alarm
• Quit position monitoring

Help as PDF-File
This help can be displayed on the
device by using the help button in
the toolbar.
The according PDF-File may also
be downloaded or seen on our
homepage
www.greenturtleapps.de
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iDrifter XL Settings
The iDrifter XL uses ist own settings module for program options. This menu cannot be found in
the iPhones settings. It can only be accessed via the program.
General Settings
Minimum Accuracy
The setting of the requested accuracy to start
Drifter or Mapper automatically can be set here.
If accuracy is not attained when starting Drifter
or Mappers, a warning notice will offer to start
with less accuracy
Measuring units
There exists the option to display speed on the
start screen either in km/h, mph und kts.
Restore on Startup
When activating this option, the program saves
– when terminating the program with Drifter or
Mapper module turned on- the existing drift
positions. When restarting the program, the
latest activated module will be started,
displaying the drift positions.
Drifter
Alarm Distance
Distance setting to anchorfix when alarm will be
activated.
Acoustic Alarm
Here, the acoustic alarm when surpassing the
maximal distance to the anchorfix can be turned
off. When setting off the alarm, in Drifter and
des Mapper view, there will be shown a
corresponding symbol.
Swinging Angle
This value defines the Angle at which the Ship
may swing around the anchor until an Alerting
sound will occur.
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Alerting Sound
With this option the Sound for the Drifter alert may
be selected. There are seven different sounds to
select from
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Mapper Settings
Map style
In the Mapper, with this option, the standard display mode of the map is chosen. The setting can
also be temporarily made in the Mapper mode. The display can either be set to the satellite view,
the map view or a hybrid view (satellite view with overlaid map).
Color
The setting of the color of the drift positions
within the mapper view.

Style of drift positions
The setting of the display of the drift positions
either as dot or line.
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Background Operation
Starting with “iDrifter XL” version 1.18 the App can be configured to run in the background (when
switched to another App or device switched off). To use this feature, IOS 7 must be installed on
the device.
This function can be activated in the iDrifter’s Settings-view. In the section “General” a switch
“Continue in Background” activates this feature. When this switch is activated, the monitoring of
the actual position and alerting when the configured distance is reached or exceeded, operates
also when the App is backgrounded.
The loudness of the alerting sound in background mode can only be controlled by the system
settings (via the +/- buttons). The loudness settings from the iDrifter “Settings” only applies in
foreground mode of the App.
To allow the background mode of the App, this also must be allowed by the Settings of the
device. The menu to allow this is reached via “Settings > General > Background App Refresh”. In
this view, the switch “iDrifter XL” must be activated.
Caution: If the option “Continue in Background” is activated, the GPS-receiver remains active,
even if the App runs in background or the device is switched off. This results in reduced battery
time.
For this reason, the Monitoring of the Position should be terminated, before the App is send to
Background. This can be done by leaving the Radar- or the Mapper-View by using the Exitbutton in the toolbar. Another option would be the termination of the App by double push of the
Home-button and closing the App from that place.
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About
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